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As a masterful guitarist, I discovered a potential use for the Ampeg SVX, and used its component models
to recreate the sounds of a very sought after amp and cabinet configuration from the 70s. The result is
sound like pure crystal clear glass, even if Im a little worried about the potential dangers involved with
picking up a 50W amp. The quality of the different amp models is very good, and the models not only

sound great out of the speakers, but when used with the cabinet, they produce sound that is not merely
the sum of all the individual amp and cabinet components. The SVX has 21 sections, each of which can
be placed on it own virtual stomp box as a progressive enhancement. So, for example, you could have a
section for a Marshall speaker cabinet, one for an Ampeg A3, one for a PRS P-bass, and so on. As well as

the virtual stomp box section, the SVX also offers a usable input section, and a headphone output for
plugging it into a DAW via a cable. The SVX comes with a useful chromatic tuner, which makes it easy to

set up your presets in the browser. The amp and speaker models are based on three types of iconic
Ampeg speakers and cabinets. All of the amps have a good authentic sound with good fundamentals, but

a bright, tight top end. The cabinets provide a good clean sound for bass and vocals, and in the best
cabinet model, a fat low end and definition that hold up very well in the lower octaves. Downloads are

available from the IK Multimedia Application Center here, and they can be purchased in the IK
Multimedia's online store. If you have purchased the Desktop edition, registration is automatically added
to your account once you have logged in to the application center. You will need the same serial number
you downloaded from the IK Multimedia's online store to complete the software registration process on

your PC, Mac, iPhone or iPad.
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All TASCAM Effector functionality is based on the integration of Max/MSP and Ampeg SVX. The resulting
workflow allows for a straightforward integration of Max/MSP MIDI Control and the powerful modeling
capabilities of this DAW. In addition to the usual effects available on the plugin, Ampeg SVX allows for
true analogue/digital conversion as well as the ability to send and receive data from the Max/MSP host
application in the form of MIDI Control Automation and audio. Furthermore, the device can control the

main output of your computer via the AudioUnit/RTAS API - either 0 or 1 or direct connection to the ODE
Analogue outputs. This feature helps owners of Ampeg SVX be prepared to share their rigs and songs.
You can store the settings for each model, so youll be able to create a new sound and easily apply it to
existing projects All the amps, cabinets and microphones also have four other controls - gain, treble,
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midrange and bass - for tweaking. These alter the miked sound to reflect each amp (on/off), cabinet
(on/off) or microphone (on/off), respectively, so you can create your own mixes of the sounds. For

example, if you have a three-amp system, you can apply a three-way mix of the four models. There are
so many presets that you can load up your favorite amps for instant use. There are also detailed

instructions for each amp and cabinet to help you find the best sounds for your recordings. Of course,
you can do a lot of individual tweaking for each model to suit the specifics of the sounds you want. In an
effort to really understand how it works, we tried to record a track to one of the presets and then applied

our adjustments on the fly while we attempted to replicate that sound.The 8 x 10 SVT 810E
cabinet/speaker combo is a favorite for at least one owner of Ampeg SVX because it accurately

represents a lot of the sounds found in a Sonic Center 810E. As a result, we tried to replicate that sound
using the equipment that we had on hand. Youll note that the tones generated by Ampeg SVX weren't
quite right, but we had a number of settings that would emulate the sound to a very close degree. For
example, the treble control would have to be set to about 15% for the Sonic Center to have a similar

tone. If you want to use the Sonic Center, youll still need to emulate a similar model in the application,
but since you can adjust the settings and create your own sounds, you can fine-tune the parameters for
a perfect match.Amps that are good representations of the SVX configurations include the BA500 and

SVT800. The bass control on these models gives slightly more low-frequency tones than we would
normally expect. Nevertheless, theyre a great starting point for creating your own sounds. Our

impressions of the conditions under which the amps were recorded were pretty close to the settings that
are in the plug-in. In other words, weve got no idea how good a fit they are because we took our own

test tones and set them up with the amp in question and tweaked them to match as best we could the
sounds that we heard in the plug-in. If that sounds like an arduous task, just remember that you can use

any presets (and save them to different locations) for quick and easy tweaking. 5ec8ef588b
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